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    Town Hall’s show this 74th season brought vibrant color and heart-warming moments 
in this quirky production. The show follows fifth-grader Sasha (Emma Curtin) as she 
struggles to write her research paper on the famed Brooklyn Bridge, and while 
procrastinating she connects the other tenants in her apartment building.  
 
    The show’s dialogue was thoughtful, and all the interactions were charming and 
garnered both laughs and teary eyes from the audience. Every actor radiated sincerity 
and grace throughout the whole production. I was especially blown away by Curtin’s 
performance, as she delivered her huge bulk of lines seamlessly. I would definitely not 
neglect to mention the production’s comedic star Red the cat, who was puppeteered 
and voiced to perfection.  
 
    I appreciated how dynamic the set was, as it transformed from a sparring ground over 
a potted plant to a cozy entryway to a twilight rooftop. The set ultimately changes into a 
beautiful starry scene- the perfect close accompanied by the gentle but powerful 
melody. The costumes matched the appropriately colorful vibe, from Sasha’s yellow 
overalls to neighbor Trudi’s eclectic assortment of watches.  
  
    The true heart of the show was its timeless themes of connection, community, 
diversity, kindness, and friendship. It seems especially prevalent today, as issues like 
immigration and walls often cloud the political dialogue. Brooklyn Bridge offers a fresh, 
accepting take on building bridges, especially as young Sasha struggles to understand 
her parents’ life choices. Sasha’s moment folding laundry with motherly neighbor Talidia 
was particularly touching and really tugged at the heartstrings. 
 
    However, I do wish the show would have smoothed over a couple of bumps. I would 
have liked to see more characterization of some of the neighbors, and for Sasha, a 
latchkey kid, to find more closure with her absent mom. I also feel like the theme of the 
bridge itself sometimes got a bit muddled.  
 
    Ultimately, Brooklyn Bridge ranks as one of my favorite Town Hall productions 
because of its comforting, beautiful themes and vivid atmosphere. The play is 
composed of several touching everyday moments blended together into broader 



themes, which were wonderfully unfolded. I recommend Brooklyn Bridge to people of all 
ages looking for a cozy way to spend an evening.  
 


